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Abstract. 

This research introduces the notion of enhance the existing Data Mining – 
A Priori Boolean association algorithm, which is used widely as a tool to influence 
how related webpage recommendations are made in the web personalization – 
based recommendation systems.  

 
The enhanced Data Mining – A Priori association algorithm (which is 

called EAPriori algorithm in this research) will be used to determine the strength 
relationships between the accessed web pages, in more speed manner. This goal is 
achieved by using the user’s interest, which is stored in the user’s profiles as an 
additional parameter in the proposed EAPriori algorithm. 

 
Keywords:  Web Recommendation Engine, Web Logs, Interest of User,  

Data Mining, Boolean Association Algorithm. 
 

1. Introduction. 
As the website contains more information (i.e., Library and Publications 

Websites, or University Websites), it becomes harder for a user to locate any item 
of interest or to explore all the parts of the site that contain pertinent information. 
Recommendation systems, which are one of the most successful modes of web 
personalization, have been widely used to help users locate information on the 
websites [1]. Web personalization techniques based recommendation system 
observe the behavior of web users and automatically customize and adapt website 
for each individual or group of users.  

 
The recommendation systems provide a solution to the problem of how to 

choose a product in the presence of an overwhelming amount of information. The 
online process of the automatic web personalization based recommendation 
system is done via the “recommender engine”.  

 
The recommender engine is a heart of the recommendation system; it is 

responsible to achieve the following activities [1, 2]: 
1. Keep track of user’s navigation history through the site. 
2. Match current user’s activity against the discovered profiles. 
3. Generate the web recommendations set dynamically. 
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4. Add the web recommendations to the returned webpage. 
 

However, the recommender engine achieved its work online at the web 
server side, as shown in the figure (1). 
 

 
Figure (1): Recommender Engine Overview. 

 
2. Background and Motivation. 

One of the most common methods of recommendation systems is item-to-
item correlation. This method relates one product to another using purchase 
history, attribute correlation, etc. CDNOW suggests a group of artists with similar 
styles to the artist that the customer likes [3]. Another recommendation method is 
user-to-user correlation. This method recommends products to a customer based 
on a correlation between that customer and other customers visiting the same 
website [3]. Other recommendation methods include statistical summaries. For 
example, the Purchase Circles feature of www.amazon.com allows customers to 
view the "top 10" list for a given geographic region, company, educational 
institution, government or other organization [3, 4]. 

 
However, the user has viewed a webpage, and when the recommendation 

system detects the user returning to the browser, it recommends that the user visit 
or view other related webpages. For example, the recommendation system can 
recommend a webpage that is on a topic similar to that of other items seen by the 
user [1, 5]. Alternatively, a webpage could be recommended that has been 
accessed frequently by other users in combination with webpages seen by the user.  
 

The recommender engine in each of these systems uses a different strategy 
to influence how ‘related webpage recommendations set’ are made. However 
some of these recommender engines depend on the data mining – association rules 
to generate the usage profiles, which used to determine the related webpage 
recommendations. 
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Generally, the Data Mining methods have some problem; one of these 

problems is that it often generates large numbers of discovered associated rules, 
many of which, although statistically acceptable, are not relevant to the user’s 
interests.  

 
To address this problem, our recommender engine uses user’s profiles 

information as an additional parameter to enhance the work of the Data Mining – 
association method to generate more relevant webpage recommendations.   

 
3. Data Mining. 
 Data Mining, also popularly known as Knowledge Discovery in Database 
(KDD), is the process of discovering interesting knowledge from large amount of 
data stored either in databases, data warehouse or other information repository [6].  
 
 In principle, Data Mining is not specific to one type of media or data. Data 
Mining should be applicable to any kind of information repository. However, 
algorithms and approaches may differ when applied to different types of data. 
Indeed, the challenges presented by different types of data vary significantly. 
 
 Data Mining is being put into use and studied for database, including 
relational database, object-relational database, object oriented database, data 
warehouse, semi structured repositories such as web, advance database such as 
spatial database, and even multimedia database. 
 
 Web is organized in inter-connected documents. The web is comprised of 
three major components:  

• The content of the web, which encompasses documents available. 
• The structure of the web, which covers the hyperlinks. 
• The relationships between documents. 

 
 Data Mining in the web, or web mining, tries to address all these issues and 
is often divided into web content mining, web structure mining [7]. 
 
 However, there are two types of Data Mining tasks: descriptive data mining 
tasks that describe the general prosperities of the existing data, and predictive data 
mining tasks that attempt to do predictions based on inference on available data 
[6]. 
 
 The Data Mining has several functionalities: characterization, 
discrimination, classification-and-prediction, clustering analysis, outlier analysis, 
and association analysis (which concern with search for interesting relationships 
among items in a data set).  
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The association analysis is a two steps process: find all frequent item-set, 
and generate story association rules from the frequent item-set. The association 
rules will be used in this research to contribute in the process of making related 
web-page recommendations set.  
 
4. The Proposed EAPriori Algorithm. 

This paper produces an enhanced A priori algorithm, which called EAPriori 
algorithm, to generate strong related webpage recommendation sets, in order to 
enhance the work of the web recommender engines, which based on the Data 
Mining – associative rules method. 

 
Generally, the Data Mining – associative rules method, like famous A 

Priori algorithm, often generate large numbers of discovered associated rules, 
which represent ,in this case, the discovered relationships (discovered patterns), 
many of which, although statistically acceptable, are not relevant to the user’s 
interests. 
 

The key idea of the proposed EAPriori algorithm is to validate discovered 
patterns is to inspect them and decide how well they represent user's actual 
behaviors and his/her interests.  

 
The EAPriori algorithm accepts only some new discovered patterns (which 

relevant to the user’s interests) and rejects the others (which not relevant). The 
accept/reject decisions of EAPriori algorithm are depend on the user’s interests, 
which are determined and stored in the user profile previously. 
 
5. Applying the Proposed EAPriori Algorithm in Recommender Engine. 
 

For example, the EAPriori algorithm will be applied to estimate P (D2/D1) 
(the probability that document D2 is downloaded given that D1 has been 
downloaded) from the log data. The EAPriori algorithm recommends D1 as 
candidate recommendation only if the content of document D1 is similar to user 
interests. 

 
However, the proposed EAPriori algorithm is shown in details here. Let D 

be a set of documents (D1, D2, D3, …, Dn), and I be a set of values on D, called 
items. Any subset of I is called an itemset. The number of items in an itemset of I 
is called length. Let D` be a set of documents (D1, D2, D3, …, Dn), which its 
contents are similar to user interests, and I` be a set of values on D`, called 
interest-items. 

 
Let L be a series of accessed (downloaded) documents in the same session, 

and NL is the number of web logs, and let A be a database with attributes (NL, L). 
The number of items in L is number of downloaded document in the same session, 
which called width.  
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Define support (X) as the percentage of transactions (records) in A that 

contain itemset X. An association rule is the expression X  Y, c, s. Here,  
• X and Y are item-sets and  
• X  ∩ Y  =  Φ 
• s = support ( X U Y ) … is the support of the rule (is the all transaction under 

the analysis rule), and 
• c = support ( X U Y )/ support (X) … is the confidence. 
 

The minimum support threshold in the proposed EAPriori algorithm must 
be large (i.e. 75%). The good web recommendation system must be 
recommending less-webpages with high-accurate recommendations set to the 
current user [2]. However, the web recommendation system must be allowed the 
website administer to set the satisfy threshold, in order to the flexibility of 
recommend the number of recommendations. 

 
 For example, if there are a very-simple website that contains five web pages 
(D1, D2, D3, D4, D5), figure (2), and the user can access this website through 
Home-page (D1) or through another main page (D2) only.  
 

 
 

Figure (2): The Simple Web Site 
 

Suppose, there are only two web page that its contents are similar to the 
user interests, in other words there are D3 and D5 are interest-items (D3 and D5 
are set of I`). And if there are eighteen transactions in database A (A is a database 
with attributes (NL, L)), and assume the minimum support count is equal to 2. So 
the EAPriori algorithm will be operating to find the frequent itemset in A, as 
following tables in figure (3): 
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Finally, these patterns (({D1, D3, D5}, {D2, D3, D5}) considered as a 

basic scheme for making related web-pages recommendations as a records entered 
to result inside recommendations web page. 

 
If the user visits D1 and D3, the EAPriori will be recommend D5 as a 

possible recommendation, and if the user visits D2 and D3, the EAPriori will 
recommend D5 as a possible recommendation.  

 
Now, given user active session window {D1,D2}, the recommendation that 

generate by the proposed EAPriori algorithm recommend D3 and D5 as candidate 
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recommendations. The recommendation scores of D1 and D2 are 1 and 4/5, 
corresponding to the confidences of the rules {D1,D3}→{D4},  {D1,D3}→{D5}, 
and {D2,D3}→{D5}, respectively. 
 
6. Results. 

Many experiments were performed on the web data, which taken from the 
public Microsoft web logs file (msweb.data) [8], using laptop computer P4 with 
1.7 MHz processor speed, and 512 MB memory size. The results are present in 
table (1). 
 
Table (1): Execution Time for A Priori and EAPriori Algorithms. 

Algorithm Execution for # records (hh:mm:ss) 
50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 

Basic A Priori 00:00:08 00:00:11 00:00:14 00:00:21 00:00:24 
Proposed EAPriori 00:00:06 00:00:09 00:00:12 00:00:15 00:00:18 
 
7. Conclusion. 

The primary contribution of the Data Mining methods, which used by the 
web recommender engine in the web personalization based recommendation 
system, is to generate the strong related webpage recommendation set in speed 
manner to deliver for current user. 

 
In context with the comparison between the proposed EAPriori algorithm 

and the basic A Priori algorithm can be concluded that: 
 

1- Although the complexity of the proposed EAPriori algorithm (which used 
the additional parameter) is greater than the complexity of the basic A 
Priori algorithm. The EAPriori algorithm recommends more accurate 
related webpages recommendations. The EAPriori algorithm recommends 
only the documents that its contents are similar to user interests. 

 
2- The proposed EApriori algorithm shrink the number of candidate, so the 

number of discovered patterns in each iteration is small, as shown in 
figure (3), comparing with the number of discovered patterns that 
generated with the basic A Priori algorithm, as shown in figure(4). This 
mean that the proposed EAPriori algorithm is generate more accurate 
related webpages recommendation using a lot of storage space less than 
what using with the basic A Priori algorithm. 
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Figure (4): Using Basic A Priori Algorithm to find the frequent itemset in 

Database (A). 
 
3- In the proposed EAPriori algorithm, the number discovered patterns in 

each iteration are small comparing with the number of iterations with A 
Priori algorithm. So there is less workload of support counting for 
candidates. This means that the proposed EAPriori algorithm is faster than 
the basic A Priori algorithm, as shown in figure (5). 

 

 
 
4- Unlike other recommendation algorithms, the EAPriori algorithm provides 

dynamic related webpage recommendations. This means that if the interests 
of user are changed, also the related web-pages recommendations will be 
changed automatically. 
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